HARD LID
TONNEAU

For questions or to place an order, contact HAWKEYE
TRUCK EQUIPMENT at 515-289-1755 or 1-800-622-8223.

NEW

IMPROVES
GAS MILEAGE
UP TO 10%

NO TOOLS
REQUIRED
START

STOP

seconds

RESET

FAST & EASY
INSTALL BY
ONE PERSON

ENGINEERED TO BE SUPERIOR:
■ Extang’s all new folding hard lid ■ Extang engineered design,made strong glass-filled nylon construc-

tonneau cover. Installs in seconds!! from aircraft grade aluminum alloy.
No tools required.
■ Great looking, black textured
■ Fastest installation and removal (poly-tex) paint finish. Provides
of any hard tonneau on the market. ultimate protection against harmTonneau is completely assembled, ful UV rays.
no spare parts or tools required.
■ Easy to use clamping system,
(Same as Trifecta). Extremely
■ Ultra strong, yet lightweight!

tion. Clamps conveniently nest
within rails when not in use.
■ WeatherTuff Seals and unique
hinge design keeps water out.
■ The Solid Fold provides easy
and convenient use, great style
and cargo security!

AMERICA’S NO.1 SELLING TRUCK BED COVERS

F O L D I N G

H A R D

NO TOOLS
REQUIRED!

L I D

T O N N E A U

Tri-Fold Design

The new Solid Fold can be
installed or removed in seconds! Fastest installation of any
hard tonneau in the industry!

Easy to use clamping system provides the
ultimate in truck bed versatility. Extang’s
extremely strong glass-filled nylon constructed
SafetyKlamps™ offer both a rapid-secure &
rapid-release system, without tools.

The tonneau is completely self-contained. No
assembly, no tools, no spare parts...no headache!
Revolutionary built-in features provide a secure
no-nonsense installation.

EXTANGENGINEERED
For Strength

SAFETYKLAMPS

TM

The Solid Fold tonneau cover is ultra
strong, yet lightweight. Aircraft grade
aluminum alloy frame and honeycomb
core construction. Entire tonneau weighs
approximately 50 lbs., yet is rugged and
strong enough to support an average size
4-wheeler. (We’ve done it, but don’t recommend trying this at home). UPS shippable.

SPEEDKLAMPS

SpeedKlamps provide
instant access to the
truck bed. Tail section
SpeedKlamps operate with
spring-action technology for
instant fasten and release.
All clamps conveniently stow away within
the rail when not in use. (See image in far
left column).
TM

TM

Fold completely at the
cab and secure with built
in straps OR completely
remove entire tonneau in
just seconds. Cab section
SafetyKlamps secure by simply hand tightening the threaded clamp with
built-in heavy-duty handle.

Classic Extang Look
Sporty black textured poly-tex paint finish.
UV protected against harmful rays and fading.
Great for all climates.
The Solid Fold keeps cargo protected and
out of sight in the closed and locked position.
A tailgate lock (either OE or aftermarket) can
provide additional cargo security.
The Solid Fold provides easy and convenient
use with great styling and cargo security.

Unique hinge design integrates engineered channels to keep water out. Hinges
are consistent with the framework, made
of the same durable aluminum alloy.
Maximum Strength Warranty - The Solid
Fold carries a three year warranty. Famous
Extang engineering, quality craftsmanship
and excellent customer service.

The Solid Fold can easily be folded out of the
way, to allow ease of loading or quick convenient access to cargo.

For questions or to place an order, contact HAWKEYE TRUCK EQUIPMENT
at 515-289-1755 or 1-800-622-8223.

